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*Soyez fort, soyez KUHN 

PRESS RELEASE 

 
KOSMA TI – TIM: 

Launch of the KOSMA frames with adjustable spacing 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Three years after the launch of the KOSMA range of precision seed drills, two new 

models have been added to the range: the KOSMA TI (Telescopic Adjustable) and 

TIM (Telescopic Multiple Adjustable). These seed drills are ideally suited to mixed 

crop-livestock farming cooperatives and cereal growers, particularly for seeding maize 

and sunflowers. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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The needs related to seeding are increasing and more varied in the face of changes in farming practices 

and national and/or continental regulations. This is why KUHN's range of precision seed drills continues 

its development with specific frames, essential options and easier adjustments. 

 

As a reminder, KUHN completed its range of precision seed drills with the KOSMA range in 2020. Its 

design enables achieving a higher work output than its competitors while being lighter than the average 

for equivalent equipment. The KOSMA seed drill is a light, precise and economical solution, with a 

maximum pressure of 120 kg per seeding unit. This means it can be used in conventional methods with 

a prepared seedbed and little or no vegetation. 

 

The new KOSMA TI/TIM frames with adjustable spacing stand out from the rest of the range because 

of their adaptability. With the TI frame, you can seed a wide range of crops in 6 rows between 45 and 

80 cm apart. With the KOSMA TIM, you can switch from the 6-row to the 7-row version in no more 

than thirty minutes, so you can sow tightly-spaced crops on an extra row without having to add another 

one. These seed drills offer the possibility to increase the crop rotation and ensure greater profitability 

for the farm easily. Crop rotation helps improve soil quality and fertility, and control diseases, pests 

and weeds. 

 

Finally, to make seeding easier, the drive wheels are positioned at the front of the seed drill in the 

space between rows to prevent compaction and make work easier in stony conditions. With a tyre 

spacing of up to 2.15 m, these seed drills offer excellent load-bearing capacity and greater stability on 

slopes. 

 

The new KOSMA TI and TIM models are the perfect allies for modern farms looking for versatility and 

simplicity 

 

 

KOSMA TI and TIM in a nutshell:  

 One machine for several crops 

 Adjustment using opening stop pins: easy, quick and tool-free (except for TIM)  

 Durable frame thanks to the VARIMAX system for TI : beams overlap even when fully open 

 Frame wheels and fertilizer coulters follow the seeding units  

 Possibility of different spacings for seed producers 

 Available with mechanical or e-drive                                             
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